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Objective:  

 To make students aware and get motivated through contributions of Reimann.          

 To encourage students to take up career in Mathematics.  

 To make understand students at young age what great contributions can be given to 

the  world  

 

BRIEF ABOUT THE EVENT: 

ClassroomSeminars-The students had gave seminars about history of Riemann and his 

contributions to mathematics and discussed about Million dollar Problem. 

OUTCOME:students motivated through seminars. Having poor financial background and with the 

nature of timid, if we have strong determination and passion we can achieve and be successful in 

our lives. And the 2
nd

 years in this third semester mathematics are going to learn more about 

Riemann Integration. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: 

             



                                                                          Detailed Report 

Methodology:  

The students  gave seminars in their classrooms about history of Riemann and his 

contributions to mathematics discussed about Million dollar Problem to their respective 

classes and Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann (17 September 1826 – 20 July 1866) was a 

German mathematician who made contributions to analysis, number theory and differential 

geometry. In the field of real analysis, he is mostly known for the first rigorous formulation 

of the integral, the Riemann integrals. 

            Riemann was born on September 17, 1826 in Breselenz, a village near Dannerberg 

Kingdom of Hanover, Friedrich Bernhard Riemann, was a poor Lutheran pastor in Breselenz 

who fought in the Napoleonic wars. His mother, Charlotte Ebell, died before her children had 

reached adulthood. Riemann was the second of six children, shy and suffering from 

numerous nervous breakdowns. Riemann exhibited exceptional mathematical skills, such as 

calculation abilities, from an early age but suffered from timidity and a fear of speaking in 

public. 

Objective: To make students aware and get motivated through contributions of Bernhard 

Riemann contributions. 

2. To encourage students to take up career in Mathematics.  

3. To make understand students at young age what great contributions can be given to the 

world   

 

The event was successful and students were motivated by the life history of Riemann and his 

contributions to the world. 

Student volunteers  

Swathika:1051-18-468-111-:Mpcs 2C, 

Surpiya : :1051-18-468-147-  Mpcs 2C  

 Manikanta:1051-18-468-036  MPcs 2A, 

 Vilas Jadhav: 1051-18-468-022MPcs 2A. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breselenz


LIST OF THE PARTICIPANTS: B.SC (IInd years - Physcial sciences  Class of MPCs2A & MPCs2C) 
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